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I. Introduction

Our  earlier  work  (Campbell,  et  al.  2007),  which  was  based  on  data  for  developed

countries, pointed to errors in exchange-rate expectations as the major force behind the poor

performance of UIP and hence as the explanation for the UIP Puzzle.  Risk premia, the

competing alternative explanation in the literature, appeared to play at most a minor supporting

role.

Here we revisit this question, replicating the experiment using data for a group of

emerging market countries and comparing the results of that exercise with those from our earlier

paper.  The rationale for our doing so is straightforward: If risk premia rather, than expectational

errors were the major force producing deviations from UIP, the basic UIP regression results with

the emerging-country data should be even worse than the results with the developed-country data

used in our earlier paper since risk associated investments in developing countries is in general

much greater than for investments in developed countries (see Frankel and Poonawala, 2004).

Our  work  in  this  paper,  therefore,  involve  two  steps:  estimation  of  basic  UIP  and  PPP

regressions for the Emerging market countries and comparison of the results against each other;

we then go on to estimate a latent factor model for these countries. We compare and anlayse the

results to determine what is driving deviations from both UIP and PPP conditions.

II.  Basic empirical results

We use monthly data for the period January 1976 to December 2005 for 19 countries
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relative to the United States: China, Ghana, Indonesia, Israel, jamacia, Kenya, Korea, Malawi,

Malaysia, Mexico, Pakistan, Phillipines, Sierra Leone, Singapore, South Africa, Swaziland,

Thailand, Trinidad and Tobago, and Tunisia. We obtain most of these data from the International

Monetary Fund’s International Financial Statistics. Exchange rates are denominated in units of

foreign currency per U.S. dollar; interest rates are short-term domestic Treasury bill or money

market rates.

II.A. UIP Regressions

We begin by running standard UIP regressions of the following form for each country in

our LDC sample individually over the full sample period: and compare those results with

comparable regressions for developed countries:

( ) 11 * ++ +−+=− ttttt eiiss βα , (1)

where
tt ss −+1
 is the one-period change in the log spot exchange rate and *tt ii −  is the

corresponding foreign interest differential compared to that of the U.S.

Under UIP, " = 0 and $ = 1 in (1).  Thus, for example, if a return on a domestic n-period

zero coupon bond is one percentage point per annum higher than the return on a comparable

foreign bond, the foreign currency would appreciate on average by one percent over the next n

periods.
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Table 1 contains the results for the less-developed and developed countries.

Insert Table 1

II.B. UIP & PPP regressions using temporally averaged data

Figures 1 and 2 show plots of the UIP relation based on full-period averages of the data

for our emerging markets. Table 3 presents the results of the corresponding regression. To

provide a theoretical frame of reference in the charts, we also show a 45 degree line drawn

through the origin.

Insert Figure 1 & 2

In both cases, we see a steady progression towards the relation posited by the theory as

the level of temporal aggregation increases with a significant and positive relation for the

Emerging market countries.
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III.  Modeling UIP & PPP Deviations

In order to disentangle the effects of risk premia and systematic exchange rate forecast

errors on UIP, we use the framework developed in Marston (1997). We examine the deviations

from UIP together with those from PPP and RIE.

III. A. The three-parity framework

We consider the expectational form of PPP in equation (2), written here in terms of

expected rates of change of the variables:

(2) [ ] [ ]tttttt ssEE −=− +++ 111 *ππ

where 1+tπ and *1+tπ  are the rates of inflation in the home and foreign countries, respectively.

Deviations from PPP arise either as a result of exchange rate forecast errors, stε , inflation

forecast errors, ptε , or expected changes in the real exchange rate tθ in Equation (3). For

identification reasons we assume that PPP holds ex ante1.

(3) ( ) ( ) tptsttttt ss θεεππ ++=−−− +++ 111 * .
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When we compare equations (5) and (3), we see that risk premia do not affect deviations from

PPP, but exchange rate errors affect both UIP and PPP deviations.

However, UIP, PPP, and RIE are not independent. The deviations from any one of these

relations is equal to an algebraic combination of the deviations from the other two. Thus, by

subtracting (3) from (2), we obtain an equation for the real-interest differential, r  – r*, in the

form of equation (4):

(4) pttttt rr εθρ −−=− * .

When comparing (4) with (3), the risk premium is the only common component in the UIP and

RIE equations. Exchange rate forecast errors do not matter for RIE.

III. B. A dynamic factor approach to decomposing the UIP relation

To investigate the process driving the UIP deviations, we adopt a dynamic latent factor

model. Although this type of model has been extensively used in other fields, univariate models

generally predominate in exchange rate studies (e.g., Wolff, 1987; and Nijman, Palm, and Wolff,

1993).

1 Dumas (1992) shows that imperfect goods arbitrage leads to a situation in which the ex ante real exchange rate can
be written as a (linear) function of the ex ante real interest differential. A risk premium thus enters the PPP relation
if we do not assume that PPP holds ex ante.
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In equations (2), (4), and (5) we presented the deviations from UIP, PPP, and RIE,

respectively, in terms of the risk premium, tρ , exchange rate forecast errors, stε , inflation

forecast errors, ptε , and expected changes in the real exchange rate, tθ .  Since  these  last  two

variables never appear separately in any of the equations, we cannot disentangle their effects.

Thus, we have a three-equation system with three common factors - the risk premia, exchange

rate forecast errors, and a factor that combines inflation forecast errors and expected changes in

the real exchange rate. Each of the three parity conditions is affected by just two of these factors,

which  makes  it  possible  to  distinguish  between  the  effects  of  risk  premia  and  exchange  rate

forecast errors in deviations away from the UIP relation.

Exchange rate risk premia affect only nominal and real interest differentials, not inflation

differentials. Systematic errors in forecasting exchange rates affect only nominal, not real interest

differentials.  Thus, we have a system of three parity condition equations with three unknown

factors. By estimating any combination of two parity conditions we are able to observe the ex

post effects of risk premia and exchange rate forecast errors on deviations from UIP.

Additionally, we can identify the ex post effects of risk premia and the combination of expected

changes on the real exchange rate and inflation forecast errors on deviations from the RIE

equation.

We model the set of joint parity conditions by estimating a dynamic latent factor model

for UIP and RIE together. The common factor in these relations is the risk premium tρ .

(6)
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We assume the errors UIP
tν  and RIE

tν  to be iid with variances 2
UIPσ  and 2

RIEσ , respectively.

We allow a covariance between the two errors. We consider the common factor for the risk

premium, tρ , to be a latent factor, governed by an AR(1) process as shown in equation (7)2,

(7) ttt ρρ ηρφρ += −1 , ),0(~ 2
ρρ ση Nt .

We estimate the model parameters and the risk premium by maximum likelihood and

compute the likelihood function recursively using the Kalman filter (Harvey, 1991). Once we

have estimated the common factor, the risk premium, we can identify the exchange rate forecast

error stε  from equation (2) and the joint component composed of the inflation forecast error and

expected real exchange rate change, ptt εθ + , from equation (4).

In Table 2 we present the estimation results for the dynamic factor model for the

Emerging market data.

Insert Table 2

The autoregressive coefficients on the latent lagged risk premium ρφ  show that the

estimated risk premium is quite persistent, with a coefficient of over 0.9 in all three cases. The

2 Alternative specifications for the risk premium do not significantly alter the results.
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standard deviations of the innovation errors are much larger for the UIP equations, UIPσ ,  than

for the RIE equations. Moreover, we find that the innovation variances of the risk premia ρσ  are

low as well. showing that most of the variability in the deviations from UIP is caused by the

expectational errors instead of being caused by variability in the risk premium.

The variance of the risk premium is much lower than the variance of the exchange rate

forecast errors. Froot and Frankel (1989) find estimates similar in magnitude in their survey data.

Importantly, these results show that the variability of the risk premium is much lower than the

variability of expected exchange rate returns. As a result the rejection of UIP and PPP cannot be

attributed completely to the existence of a risk premium. Exchange rate forecast errors appear to

play a much more important role in terms of variability than the risk premia.

III. C. Expectational Errors, the UIP puzzle and PPP

The question that we now address is the relative size of the impacts of the risk premium

and the exchange rate forecast error on the estimate of the beta in the original UIP regression (1).

To answer this question we decompose the estimate of the slope coefficient in this regression.

To see the impact from errors made in forecasting exchange rates we first write the

estimated slope coefficient for the UIP regression in terms of the standard OLS formula:

(8) ( )
( )*var

*,cov 1

tt

tttt
OLS ii

ssii
−

−−
= +β .
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In Table 2 we see that some of these beta estimates are negative. From Equation (8) we see that a

negative slope coefficient can only occur if the covariance between the interest differential and

the exchange rate change is negative, i.e. the numerator in equation (8).

To determine the specific effects of the risk premia and exchange rate errors on the

regression coefficient, we follow Engel (1996), who decomposes the beta into a beta related to

the risk premium, rpβ , and a beta for the expectational errors, ssβ .  In  our  case  we  rewrite  the

numerator from Equation (8) using the decomposition in Equation (2). More specifically, we find

that

(9) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )*,cov*,cov*var*,cov 1 ttstttttttttt iiiiiissii −−−−−=−− + ερ .

This decomposition allows us to write the OLS beta as

(10) ssrpOLS βββ −−= 1 ,

with the beta for the risk premium rpβ  defined by

(11) ( )
( )*var

*,cov
tt

ttt
rp ii

ii
−

−
=

ρβ ,

and the beta for the expectational errors as,
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(12) ( )
( )*var

*,cov
tt

ttst
ss ii

ii
−

−
=

εβ .

When we replace the moments in (11) and (12) with their sample equivalents we find that the

beta for the expectational error, ssβ , is mostly greater than that for the risk premium, rpβ  for

almost all Emerging markets considered.

IV. Results

From the dynamic latent factor model we find evidence that the standard deviations of the

innovation errors are much larger for the UIP equations than for the RIE equations. Innovation

variances of the risk premia are low – average for the Emerging Markets of 0.8. Innovation

variances of the expectational errors are much larger in magnitude – average of 18.6 for the

Emerging markets.  The breakdown of the betas according to equations (11) and (12) are given

in the final 2 columns of Table 2 and show the relevance of risk premia and expectational errors

in forecasting the exchange rate in the size of the UIP beta for the Emerging market countries.

V. Conclusions

We find strong evidence of a long run relation for UIP and PPP in Emerging markets. The results

for PPP are highly significant in the long run. These results are much stronger than found in the
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previous literature for developed countries.

Using a three parity framework we are able to assess whether risk premia or expectational errors

made in forecasting exchange rates drive deviations from UIP and PPP conditions. If risk premia

rather, than expectational errors were the major force producing deviations from UIP the basic

UIP regression results with Emerging market data should be even worse than the results for

developed countries. Results from Campbell et al (2007) provide evidence that expectational

errors are driving deviations from parity conditions, and the results here provide consistent new

evidence that expectational errors are driving short run deviations from both UIP and PPP

conditions for Emerging market countries.

Furthermore when we analyse the size of the deviations from both UIP and PPP using a dynamic

latent factor model we find strong evidence for mainly expectational errors playing the dominant

role  in  the  size  of  the  beta  in  the  UIP  and  PPP  regressions.  The  size  of  the  risk  premia  in

explaining these deviations is larger (for some Emerging market countries) than may have first

been thought. Although the results are preliminary, the results have significant implications for

assessing the size of the risk premia for Emerging market countries.
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Table 1
Presents the results of the corresponding UIP and PPP regressions for the LDC’s.

UIP
Beta n

PPP
Beta n

China,P.R.:Hong Kong -0.060 130 0.255 304
Ghana -0.567 321 0.180 382
Indonesia 0.514 221 0.962 382
Israel 0.321 244 1.003 382
Jamaica -0.013 382 1.021 382
Kenya 0.191 382 0.204 382
Korea 0.565 338 1.041 382
Malawi -0.016 261 0.334 313
Malaysia 0.280 382 0.166 382
Mexico 0.778 321 1.163 382
Pakistan -0.058 382 0.024 382
Philippines 0.089 345 0.478 382
Sierra Leone 0.195 382 0.309 232
Singapore -1.570 382 -0.034 382
South Africa 0.020 382 -0.185 382
Swaziland -0.584 274 0.025 371
Thailand 0.344 333 0.167 382
Trinidad and Tobago -0.004 382 0.237 382
Tunisia -0.704 249 -0.034 223
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Table 2

Results of the Dynmaic Latent Factor model to asset the size of the deviation attributable to the
risk premium (column6) and the exchange rate forecast error (column 7).

Results
Dynamic
Latent
Variables
Model

Common factor
Risk
premium

s(RIE) s(UIP) var(rp) var(fe)
beta_OL
S beta_rp beta_ss

-0.004 3.514 0.841 18.643 0.578 0.360
China,P.R.:Hong
Kong 0.339 0.125 0.003 0.012 -0.061 0.346 0.708
Ghana 0.000 11.707 3.955 137.838 -0.410 1.278 0.130
Indonesia -0.208 6.942 0.373 49.814 0.423 0.364 0.188
Israel -0.018 2.685 3.570 7.096 0.549 0.259 0.209
Jamaica 0.018 4.075 0.991 15.569 -0.051 0.450 0.598
Kenya 0.027 2.872 0.505 8.993 0.211 0.498 0.288
Korea 0.008 2.798 0.088 7.485 0.649 0.470 -0.122
Malawi 0.062 4.865 1.276 23.537 -0.023 0.499 0.520
Malaysia -0.008 1.894 0.054 3.446 0.265 0.554 0.178
Mexico 0.004 4.835 1.018 24.276 0.771 0.162 0.064
Pakistan -0.115 1.213 0.084 1.327 -0.039 0.443 0.593
Philippines 0.009 2.411 0.221 6.222 0.076 0.184 0.737
Sierra Leone -0.008 5.054 3.008 25.607 0.180 0.328 0.488
Singapore -0.005 1.274 0.033 1.545 -1.334 0.730 1.601
South Africa 0.020 3.453 0.172 11.803 0.145 0.676 0.177
Swaziland -0.144 3.748 0.236 13.950 -0.280 1.242 0.034
Thailand -0.092 2.438 0.063 5.985 0.344 0.571 0.082
Trinidad and
Tobago -0.011 2.250 0.293 5.559 0.025 1.164 -0.192
Tunisia 0.048 2.128 0.035 4.155 -0.330 0.769 0.556
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Figure 1
Full period averages of exchange rate changes against the interest differential for 19
Emerging Markets

Uncovered Interest Parity:
Full period averages
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Figure 2

Full period averages of exchange rate changes against the inflation differential for 19
Emerging Markets

Purchasing Power Parity:
Full period averages
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